
       Name ___________________________ 
       Date ____________________________ 

 

 
Water Cycle Travel Log 

 

Remember:  Read your slip.  Record the station (see envelope), 
what happens at that station, and your destination (Go to _______.) 
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What Happens 
at that Station 
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Explore, Part 2A      
Transparency       

 

Journey of a Water Molecule 
 

Procedure: 
1. There are 7 stations located around the room. 

a. Station 1 = CLOUD 
b. Station 2 = MOUNTAIN 
c. Station 3 = OCEAN 
d. Station 4 = RIVER 
e. Station 5 = GROUNDWATER 
f. Station 6 = ANIMAL 
g. Station 7 = PLANT 

 

2. Count off by 7’s and report to your assigned station. 
 

3. Choose a slip of paper out of the envelope.  Read 
your statement.  Record your station, directions, and 
destination on your Water Cycle Travel Log. 

 

4. Listen for teacher to call “Cycle” and be ready to 
move to your next station. 

 

5. You will continue for 10 cycles.  Return to your seat. 
______________________________________________ 
 

After you have your travel logs completed, use this 
Travel Log to write a poem (from a water drop’s 
viewpoint) describing your travels. You need to figure 
out how to make a connection between each station 
along your travels. There is not a length requirement, 
as long as you have each connection made from your 
travels. Be creative and have fun. ☺ 



EXPLORE:  Part 2A 
Water Cycle Game Clues 
 

 

Cloud Station    
You fall as rain onto a mountain.  Go to mountain.                      CS 

You fall as sleet onto a mountain.  Go to mountain.                     CS 

You fall as snow into a river.  Go to river.                                                          CS 

You fall as rain into the ocean.  Go to ocean.                                                CS 

You fall as rain onto a parking lot.  Go to river.                            CS 

You fall as rain onto the leaves of a bush.  Go to plant.                       CS 

You fall as snow onto a corn field.  Go to plant.                                           CS 
 
 

Mountain Station  
You evaporate into the atmosphere.  Go to cloud.                       MS 

You soak into the ground.  Go to groundwater.                                            MS 

You soak into the ground and get absorbed by a tree.  Go to 
plant.                                                                                                                                                    MS 

You roll downhill and become part of a river.  Go to river.                  MS 

You get frozen as ice and stay there.  Stay at mountain.                    MS 

You are drunk by a mountain goat.  Go to animal.                                    MS 

You roll off a cliff into the ocean.  Go to ocean.                                           MS 
 
 

River Station    
You evaporate into air.  Go to cloud.                                                                     RS 

You continue to flow downstream into the ocean.  Go to ocean. RS 

You are captured by the roots of a tree by the river.  Go to plant. 

You are taken in by a deer drinking at the river.  Go to animal.    RS 

You are taken in by a cow that drinks from the river.  Go to 
animal.                                                                                                                                              RS 

You are one of the many molecules that flow in this river.  Stay at 
river.                                                                                                                                                   RS 

You are captured by grass on the riverbank.  Go to plant.                 RS 



Ocean Station    
You are one of the millions of water molecules in the ocean.  Stay 
at ocean.                                                                                                                                          OS 

You evaporate into air.  Go to cloud.                                                                     OS 

You are scooped up by a bird.  Go to animal.                                               OS 

You are taken in by seaweed, released through its leaves and 
transpired into the air.  Go to plant but do not draw a card.  After 
one cycle, go on to cloud.                                                                                               OS 

You are evaporated into the atmosphere.  Go to cloud.                     OS 

You are taken in by a polar bear.  Go to animal.                                       OS 

You are one of the molecules that stay in the ocean.  Stay at 
ocean.                                                                                                                                              OS 
 
 

Groundwater Station    
You are part of an underground river that flows to the ocean.  Go 
to ocean.                                                                                                                                       GS 

You are taken in through the roots of a tree.  Go to plant.              GS 

You are pumped out of the ground to water livestock.  Go to 
animal.                                                                                                                                             GS 

You are taken in through the roots of grass.  Go to plant.                GS 

You are part of an underground river that flows to the Neuse 
River.  Go to river.                                                                        GS 

You are pumped out of the ground to irrigate crops. Go to plant.GS 

You remain underground.  Stay at groundwater.                                        GS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Plant Station    

You are transpired by the grass as vapor into the air.  Go to 
cloud.                                                                                                                                                   PS 

You are used by the plant for photosynthesis.  Stay at plant.          PS 

You are used by the tree.  Stay at plant.                                                             PS 

You are transpired by the rose bush as vapor into the air.  Go to 
cloud.                                                                                                                                                   PS 

You are used by the tree for photosynthesis.  Stay at plant.             PS 

You are transpired by the corn plant as vapor into the air.  Go to 
cloud.                                                                                                                                                  PS 

You are transpired by the flower as vapor into the air.  Go to 
cloud.                                                                                                                                                   PS 
 
 

Animal  Station         
You are released by a dog as urine and then seep into the 
ground.  Go to groundwater.                                                                                           AS 

You are vomited by a cat and evaporate into the atmosphere.  Go 
to cloud.                                                                                                                                             AS 

You are released via perspiration by a horse into the atmosphere.  
Go to cloud.                                                                                                                                   AS 

You are released by a fish into the ocean.  Go to ocean.                    AS 

You are released by a cow who peed in a river.  Go to river.          AS 

You are trapped in the solid waste of a mountain goat.  Go to 
mountain.                                                                                                                                          AS 

You are released from a human, flushed down the toilet, treated 
at the treatment plant and then dumped into a nearby river.  Go to 
river.                                                                                                                                                      AS 
 
 


